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This Is the End
As the last season of AMC’s acclaimed Mad Men begins—and we try
to forget the end of How I Met Your Mother—it’s time to take a look
at some memorable series finales and get ready to say good-bye to
other shows that have announced they’ll be taking their last laps.
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The Fugitive ran for four seasons on ABC, only the
last of which was in color. The famous finale, in which
DR. RICHARD KIMBLE finally catches up with the
one-armed man and proves his innocence, set a record on
Aug. 29, 1967 as the most-watched episode of television
up till that time. It scored a 45.9 household rating and was
viewed in an average of 25.7 million homes.* It also inadvertently set the bar high in terms of satisfaction and quality
for forthcoming series finales.

Timothy Olyphant (left) and
Eric Roberts on FX’s Justified.

The concluding episode of M*A*S*H on
Feb. 28, 1983 sparked the apocryphal tale
that the New York City water system broke
down because so many people delayed
trips to the toilet until it was over.

David Janssen as Dr. Richard
Kimble on The Fugitive.

BOB NEWHART is one of the few actors to star in two
comedies that were big hits. The May 21, 1990 finale of Newhart, in
which he owned a Vermont inn and was surrounded by oddball characters, is famous for its final scene. Newhart wakes up from a dream
in bed next to SUZANNE PLESHETTE, his wife from his earlier
series, The Bob Newhart Show. The last episode of Newhart hit an 18.7
household rating and was seen by an average of 30 million people.

NBC turned the finale of Seinfeld
into a two-hour special on May 14, 1998
with a 45-minute clip show preceding
the 75-minute last episode, during which
advertisers paid $1 million per spot. The
episode was kept top secret, and its ending, with the main characters locked in
a jail cell, earned mixed reviews at best.
Still, it received a 41.3 household rating
and was seen by 76.3 million viewers.

HBO will put its fangs away after the seventh season of True Blood. “It will be hard to say
good-bye to the residents of Bon Temps, but I look forward to what promises to be a fantastic final
chapter of this incredible show,” said HBO president of programming MICHAEL LOMBARDO.
And actor RYAN KWANTEN said the end will be gory, adding, “Some of your favorites are
going to be not lasting the season, unfortunately.”
Executive producer GRAHAM YOST and star TIMOTHY OLYPHANT of Justified
made the decision to hang up their cowboy hats after the show’s coming sixth season.

When The Sopranos faded to black
on June 10, 2007, many viewers were angry
because they thought their TVs had broken or their
cable had gone out. Although never formally
confirmed by creator DAVID CHASE, wise
guys are convinced the
The Seinfeld Four (top) went to jail
darkness was the
and The Sopranos went to black.
last thing seen
from Tony
Breaking Bad
Soprano’s point of view. The finale drew a 6.7 household
rating on HBO and was seen by 12.3 million people.
Famously described by creator VINCE GILLIGAN
as Mr. Chips turns into Scarface, Breaking Bad’s audience grew as VOD and Netflix allowed people to
catch up on a show that was generating tons of buzz. The
finale on Sept. 29, 2013 averaged a 7 household rating on
AMC and was seen by 12.4 million people.
*All ratings and viewership figures: Nielsen
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Californication’s
David Duchovny

Californication’s seventh and final season started April 13.
Lead actor DAVID DUCHOVNY told Parade magazine
that the show’s end has not not sunk in yet. ‘We’ve all said our
good-byes and made our peace, but I think there’ll be another
round of nostalgia and sadness when April rolls around and I’m
not being Hank.” DAVID NEVINS, president of Showtime
Networks, said executive producer TOM KAPINOS “has
carefully planned the final chapter of Hank’s journey and has brought
it to a beautiful and satisfying conclusion.”

“They felt that the arc of the show and what they
had to say would be served by six seasons instead
of seven. And I regretfully accepted their decision.”
—John Landgraf, CEO, FX Networks and FX Productions

The fifth season of HBO’s Boardwalk Empire, set to premiere this
fall, will also be its last. “We’re thrilled to get the go-ahead for a fifth season of Boardwalk Empire,” said creator TERENCE WINTER. “After
much discussion with my creative team and HBO, we’ve decided to wrap up the
series after such a great run and look forward to bringing it to a powerful
and exciting conclusion.”
Plans for how to bring down the curtain on Fox’s Glee, after its
sixth season, changed with the death of star CORY MONTEITH.
“I always knew how it would end. I knew what the last shot was—
he was in it. I knew what the last line was. [Costar Lea Michele]
said it to him,” cocreator RYAN MURPHY said at a Paley
Center event. Murphy added that he had another “good idea”
that would end the show “kind of in [Montieth’s] honor.”

Will Hart/HBO; Ursula Coyote/AMC; Prashant Gupta/FX Networks;
Jordan Althaus/Showtime; Paul Schiraldi/HBO

M*A*S*H

The episode, ‘Goodbye, Farewell
and Amen,’ averaged a record
60.2 household rating on CBS
and was viewed by an average of
105.5 million people.

Steve Buscemi
as Nucky Thompson
in Boardwalk Empire
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